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New Fantasy Novel Delves into “Personal Mastery”
Robert J. R. Graham debuts new series with the release of Seventh Journey

TORONTO – “Growing up with writers and editors in my family, I’ve always enjoyed writing and
knew that I would one day write books,” says author Robert J. R. Graham. “After years of
research into western/eastern philosophies, psychology, and personal mastery, I decided to
pour my learning and experience into my series called Seventh Journey.” And pour he did.
In the series’ first self-titled book Seventh Journey (published by iUniverse), Graham weaves
a fantasy story line that illustrates the power of self-realization.
In Seventh Journey readers meet Jacob Cross, a staff scientist at Netex, an advanced
research firm with more than one secret agenda. Using a sound wave technology called
Auditum, the nefarious research firm develops a mind-altering headset with the power to
control minds and even hurl users into a different dimension.
Cross had been deeply involved in developing the headset and was lead to believe the
technology would serve various medical applications. Now terrified that his invention will be
used to enslave millions, Jacob sends himself through the dimensional portal. But will he be
able to stop the firm’s devious plan?
Recipient of the coveted Editor’s Choice and Rising Star Awards on behalf of Publisher
iUniverse. Seventh Journey is an amalgamation of Graham’s many interests. “I was inspired
by a ferocious curiosity and yearning to answer life’s big questions,” he says. “This took me on
a journey of research and self-awakening that continues to this day in a process I’ve labeled
‘Personal Mastery.’ Many of the concepts and principles I’ve researched are within the
Seventh Journey series.”
About the Author
Robert J. R. Graham has spent the last 20 years indulging his curiosity about quantum
physics, Eastern mysticism, Western psychology, ancient philosophies, martial arts and more.
He is a freelance writer focusing on self-development, personal mastery and science fiction.
He hosts several websites and has been writing articles since 1990. He currently lives in
Ontario, Canada.
iUniverse, an Author Solutions, Inc. self-publishing imprint, is the leading book marketing, editorial services, and supported self-publishing
provider. iUniverse has a strategic alliance with Indigo Books & Music, Inc. in Canada, and titles accepted into the iUniverse Rising Star
program are featured in a special collection on BarnesandNoble.com. iUniverse recognizes excellence in book publishing through the Star,
Reader’s Choice, Rising Star and Editor’s Choice designations—self-publishing’s only such awards program. Headquartered in
Bloomington, Indiana, iUniverse also operates offices in Indianapolis. For more information or to publish a book, please visit iuniverse.com
or call 1-800-AUTHORS. For the latest, follow @iuniversebooks on Twitter.
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